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As a promising IoT application, the rural leisure tourism industry can promote the reconstruction of industrial structure in rural areas and realize a sustainable, rapid, and healthy development of rural economy. This paper takes the rural leisure tourism industry in China as an example and aims at building an intelligent and integrated modern IoT use case. Based on the traditional rural leisure tourism, we improve the system by adding the data analysis over a mobile cloud IoT computing platform. In particular, this work investigates the characteristics of the national tourism market under the security requirements from governmental cloud data management policy. Our study shows that the geographical concentration index $G$ of tourists in the Chinese market continues to increase. With the booming of IoT applications in rural leisure tourism, intelligent and integrated tourism guidance and optimized decision-making will provide tourists with better information and thus make rapid improvement of geographical concentration index.

1. Introduction

Modern rural leisure tourism is a new type of industry that uses agricultural production and rural ecological processes to provide consumers with entertainment, sightseeing, and experience services. Historical data shows that it has also promoted the transformation and upgrading of the agricultural industry. The Internet of Things (IoT) is a key supporting technology for rural leisure tourism. For developed countries, leisure agriculture and rural tourism are the consequences of urban industrial pollution and fast-paced lifestyles. As early as the 1830s, rural agricultural tourism began in Europe. With the continuous spread of global epidemics in the past two years, the rural leisure tourism has shown new vitality and become one of the important directions of the global tourism industry.

Information technology-based tourism has been widely studied in the past. By using the anonymous mobile location information of national mobile network operator of Estonia, Chen conducted an empirical analysis on the field visit data of foreign tourists based on the dimensions of geography, time, and composition [1]. Dai, instead, utilized big data technology over detailed telephone record (CDR) data and real-time location information of mobile phones, in order to monitor the flow of tourists in the scenic spot and analyze the tourist behavior in the scenic spot [2]. Based on big data, Zhou analyzed the influencing variables of the branding of tourism destinations on Facebook [3]. Qi used social media data from Flickr and Twitter to assess the potential tourism security threats to bird and biodiversity areas that are globally well-known and believes that the development of tourism can promote the protection of biodiversity areas [4]. Zhou conducted social network and semantic big data analysis on tourist content retrieved from online communities in the TripAdvisor forums in 7 major European capital cities and conducted a tourism demand forecast analysis [5].

In the meantime, Porambage made use of Barcelona as an example to analyze the influence of social networks on Chinese tourists’ travel behavior [6]. Smith collected real-time big data of Wi-Fi routers installed in 149 different locations on Jeju Island, South Korea, and analyzed the behavior patterns of tourists from 2016 to 2017. Through statistical analysis of the behavior patterns of tourists, he proposed an optimal Tour route recommendation system [7]. Charles-Edwards employed big data together with geographic location information in
Flickr social media to analyze the tourist attraction of six Italian cities [8]. Based on the GPS trajectory data of the social photo-sharing website (Flickr) and the network platform (Wikiloc), Sullivan took the Teide National Park as the research area, revealed the travel network and spatial distribution characteristics of tourists, and analyzed the social network geotag data [9].

The research mentioned above has made a significant contribution to the development of the tourism industry, but there is no in-depth study on mobile cloud IoT computing so far, and there is also a problem of insufficient awareness of the current cultural industry. China is a largely agricultural country with a long history, with a vast agricultural area, a profound agricultural culture, and strong rural customs. The development of rural leisure tourism has excellent conditions, strong demand, and broad prospects. In recent years, a lot of research has been conducted on the rural leisure tourism industry, but the research content mainly focuses on the competitiveness of the tourism industry, temporal and spatial distribution, market segmentation, influencing factors, and demand forecasting. Moreover, the existing research objects are relatively single, mainly limited to specific tourist destinations or tourist sources, and lack comprehensive systematic research.

The development of modern rural leisure tourism can provoke the readjustment of rural industrial structures. This is a powerful measure to achieve sustained, rapid, and healthy development of the rural economy. This is also of great significance for the sustainable development of society. However, rural leisure tourism data has not yet been effectively collected and processed. The existing limited tourism data is held by different agencies, such as tourism authorities, tourism data agencies, and cloud service providers. There is a lack of effective travel data exchange and sharing between these institutions. Therefore, various tourism data in different tourist areas should be safely collected, transmitted, and intelligently processed for overall decision-making and optimization analysis. All relevant government departments, agencies, and service providers must actively collaborate to meet the needs of cross-departmental data sharing in rural leisure tourism and ensure the security of user data and information. At the same time, rural leisure tourism should be constructed as a whole with the development of the modern rural economy, not just applied separately. If the modern rural economy is regarded as an ecosystem, rural leisure tourism should become an important link in this ecosystem.

This paper endeavors to build an intelligent and comprehensive application of the IoT for modern rural leisure tourism. A large number of IoT devices (such as various sensors, cameras, and cell phones) are used to monitor and collect various travel data and, then, aggregate them to the mobile-cloud IoT computing platform. We use cloud computing and machine learning to intelligently analyze and optimize tourism data and obtain the best decision-making results overall. We take the Chinese rural leisure tourism industry as the analysis object, introduce the tourism market based on cloud computing, and analyze foreign tourism data to enhance the diversity of rural culture. This work also highlights the security requirements of government cloud data management and studies the measures to achieve cloud tourism data security.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the mobile cloud IoT computing platform for rural leisure tourism. Section III develops the machine learning algorithm to mine the tourism data collected. Section IV uses China’s rural leisure tourism sector as an example to examine the features of the national tourist market, followed by Section V to conclude the paper.

2. Rural Leisure Tourism on Mobile Cloud IoT Computing Platform

Mobile Cloud IoT Computing has great limitations in processing rural leisure tourism industry data. Although academia has done some exploration, the problems faced by the practice department are still difficult to solve. The reason is that the existing research strategies are relatively scattered, and the tourism data cloud security is not systematically constructed as an organic whole, and the interaction between the elements of the security system is not explored relationship [10]. Most of the existing strategies start from a single perspective of tourism data institutions or cloud service providers and ignore the coordination mechanism among different entities such as tourism data institutions, cloud service providers, and government cloud management units. Existing studies generally discuss “cloud”, and usually point to the public cloud environment and fail to make a detailed analysis of the government cloud environment nor distinguish the different scenarios of tourism data institutions using government cloud services [11]. The core concept of the rural leisure tourism industry is conducive to understanding the symbiotic evolution relationship between different subjects in the cloud of tourism data and the external environment such as institutional environment, institutional environment, and market environment. It has reference value for proposing a more systematic security strategy of the tourism data cloud. Therefore, this paper introduces the perspective of the ecosystem to explore the security of tourism data systems [12].

We take the national cloud computing guidance tourism market as the research subject. For the availability of data, in the specific analysis of the characteristics of the national tourist market, this paper carries out a semistructured research on the heads of 11 tourism data institutions in Beijing, Shandong, Jiangsu, Henan, Inner Mongolia, and other regions, so as to understand the construction status and security needs of the tourism data management system in the government cloud.

On the basis of the traditional rural leisure tourism industry, the cultural mode of the original tourism area is retained, and the data analysis and integration guidance of Mobile Cloud IoT Computing Internet of things are added to guide tourists. The data integration model is dominated by tourism data institutions, and the data is transmitted to tourists by the server through cloud computing.

As shown in Figure 1, the first scenario is that the tourism data organization (including the tourism data center and the agency tourism data room) migrates the completed tourism data management system from the local to the government cloud or builds a new tourism data management system based on the government cloud (the system is only for the internal use of the tourism data organization). The
second scenario is the construction of a unified tourism data management system based on government cloud by a regional comprehensive tourism data library under the organization and coordination of the tourism data authorities at the same level, including the tourism data management system for filing units and the digital tourism data library system for tourism data library, which provides the same level authorities' tourism data room and other comprehensive tourism data in the region. In different scenarios, producers, consumers, and decomposers refer to slightly different subjects. Based on the ecological model of tourism data cloud security at the macro-level, this paper puts forward the security strategy for the tourism data security in the government cloud environment.

Based on the public cloud analysis model, this paper constructs the configuration model of the public cloud planning layout, which promotes the optimal allocation of public cloud resources under the objectives and constraints of service level agreement. Three types of resource pools are deployed according to different requirements of business scenarios: low-cost centralized deployment mode is adopted for cold scenic spot data and warm scenic spot data business to reduce cost and improve efficiency; in hot scenic spot data scenario, regional centralized deployment mode is adopted for high-density business and business side deployment mode is adopted for low-density business to ensure service quality according to the different business density of each region. At first, the public cloud is mainly used in telecom services, and the purpose is to create a healthy network ecological environment, so that tourists can enjoy better services and protect the rights and interests of tourists. Facing the practical problems in the planning of public cloud, public cloud analysis provides the idea of transmitting the business side service commitment to the back-end resource allocation ability, so that the business and resources can be configured simultaneously and effectively support the development of public cloud business.

2.1. Demand Division of Cloud Computing in Tourism Planning Calculus. Passenger flow is primarily focused in summer and autumn due to apparent seasonal variations in regional passenger flow, and there is an inadequate supply of tourist goods in spring and winter. By introducing four-season tourist goods, the tourism management department should take the appropriate steps to minimize the difference in tourism seasons and scientifically divert, steer, and control passenger flow. First and foremost, we will organize a regional ice and snow festival with the theme “Ice and Snow Outside the Great Wall, Silk Road Wonderland,” and promote desert ice and snow tourism as a new winter and tourist business card. The size and appeal of ice and snow tourist goods are enhanced by spring tourism [13]. Northern China has released a succession of preferential policies, preferential policies, and subsidized policies for winter and spring tourism goods in recent years, but they have not boosted the market’s vitality and are not favorable to tourist diversion flow. Diverse cultural tourist events will be organized at various peak periods in the future to bridge the gap between low and high seasons [14]. Increase participatory tourism experience activities incorporating historical and cultural elements, expand the play space and stay time of tourists in the region, and promote the West by creating RV campgrounds, customs outside the customs, or desert theme hotels, scientifically arrange certain tourist reception service facilities, increase participatory tourism experience activities incorporating historical and cultural elements, expand the play space and stay time of tourists in the region, and promote the West by creating RV campgrounds, customs outside the customs, or desert theme hotels. The route changes from tourist goods to participation experience tourism products, strengthening western route tourism products and decreasing the regional tourism flow’s “core-periphery” hierarchical structure [15]. Taking the construction of the National Tourism Demonstration Zone as an opportunity, we will realize the efficient reorganization of tourism products and routes on the east-west line and further strengthen the construction of the transportation network to form the overall effect of tourism products. Take the western line passenger flow as an example, use the new media big data platform to promote the effective management of the tourist destination space and enhance the travel accessibility and radiation effect [16]. To promote effective management of tourist administration departments, use big data, new media, and smart tourism as platforms, it is feasible to disclose the visitor flow trajectory and tourist behavior preferences with high accuracy using tourist data information, to scientifically design tourist routes, to encourage efficient and precise destination marketing, and to further increase the potential tourist market. Promote the safe and healthy growth of the tourism sector in order to minimize the strain on visitor flow, particularly during the peak season of World Heritage tourism.

For cloud service providers, centralized deployment and decentralized deployment are indispensable. Telecom Tianyi cloud adopts the typical "centralized + decentralized" mode, but it is difficult to determine the matching principle of the two types of resource pools in the actual planning. Due to the utility characteristics of cloud, cloud tourists and cloud resource environment will constantly change. How to plan, schedule, and adjust cloud resources in a dynamic environment to meet the complex needs of tourists has become an urgent problem in a cloud computing environment. Therefore, cloud resource layout planning and design must evaluate business needs, predict business development trends and adjust the layout, in order to balance operating costs and...
customer perception, and occupy a favorable position in the competition. The significance of service level agreement (SLA) between cloud tourists and cloud service providers is not only to protect the rights and interests of customers but also to reveal the needs of tourists to service providers. How to transmit the business side service commitment to the back-end resource allocation strategy and promote the optimal allocation of cloud resources under the objectives and constraints of SLA is the key to solve the problem of cloud resource allocation. It is an effective way to solve the problem of the source distribution. Based on the different needs of tourists, business scenarios are different resources are configured to maximize the satisfaction of tourists and resource utilization of cloud service providers. According to the different needs of tourists, public cloud business scenarios are divided into three categories: cold, hot, and warm. For typical industries and key products, cloud business scenarios are classified, and different resource requirements (delay, performance, etc.) of SLA levels are formulated.

3. Machine Learning-Based Tourism Data Analysis

3.1. Tourism Data Security Based on Machine Learning. To meet the requirement of tourism data protection, this paper explores the security cooperation mechanism between tourism data authorities and tourism data preservation institutions. Since 2018, most of the local tourism bureaus have been actively reformed to set up their own data centers. Some interviewees said that after the reform, the competent departments of tourism data perform the administrative functions and do not assume the responsibility of preserving tourism data [17]. There is no strong demand for tourism data management based on the government cloud. After the institutional reform, the competent departments of tourism data are generally short of manpower, but they have to undertake the functions of four or five departments, including professional title evaluation, education and training, law enforcement, and inspection [18]. In addition, most of the staff do not have a professional background in tourism data science or working experience in tourism data, so they have a negative attitude towards the security risks and avoidance strategies of tourism data in the government cloud environment [19]. In this case, the competent department of tourism data should strengthen the cooperation and contact with the tourism data center and the agency tourism data room, reach an agreement on the security issues of the application of government cloud by tourism data institutions, and strengthen the cooperation [20].

We will improve the legal system, standards, and norms and promote pilot projects. Based on the opinions, on the one hand, the competent departments of tourism data should timely issue operational system specifications to guide the risk identification and assessment of tourism data institutions and provide reference framework and methodological support for the formulation of risk response strategies; on the other hand, according to the superposition of security needs in the political cloud environment, they should fully implement the system specifications of tourism data security considering the security risks brought by the government cloud, and this paper proposes and refines the tourism data security requirements applicable to the government cloud environment [21]. The concept of superposition of security requirements is not a unique product in the cloud environment, but the traditional informatization [22].

Through application review, expert review, and third review, the tourist data authority can advise the comprehensive tourism data center and government tourism data room on how to choose system developers and cloud service agents. Improve the quality of service provided by tourist data information technology and content management software businesses, as well as the provision of tourism data information-related systems, platforms, tools, and other goods. Many respondents indicated that localized goods are not cost-effective, especially in terms of localized replacement, and that there is a conflict between safety and cost-effectiveness. Based on attaining safety, dependability, and self-control, relevant firms should enhance the functional integrity and performance stability of their goods [23].

3.2. Interactive Mechanism Model of Tourism Data. Aiming at the innovation and development of the tourism rural leisure tourism industry, this paper constructs the interactive mechanism model of tourism data subject combined with cloud computing [24]. Tourism data institutions, cloud service providers, and government cloud management units are all important components of tourism data cloud security ecology, and the construction of subject interaction mechanism needs Mobile Cloud IoT Computing [25]. Among them, the Internet is the key, focusing on clear security responsibilities and responsibility boundaries; cloud computing is the foundation, focusing on communication and cooperation among the three; supervision and audit is an important way to build a new relationship among them, and let n be the number of boundary points of cloud computing, then the relationship strength G can be expressed as

\[
G = \frac{\sum_{j=1}^{n} y_{j} - y_{lr}}{n_{l/1} (u_{j} + u_{l})},
\]

\[
l = 1 - \frac{\left(2\mu_{x} + C_{1}\right) \left(2\sigma_{x} + C_{2}\right)}{\left(\mu_{x}^{2} + \mu_{y}^{2} + C_{1}\right) \left(\sigma_{x}^{2} + \sigma_{y}^{2} + C_{2}\right)}.
\]

Among them, n represents the annual increase in the number of visitors in the society, \(u\) is the number of visitors affected by the Internet, \(Z\) is the counting unit, and \(h\) is the peak value of visitors. In the formula (2), the subscript of \(u\) is the visitor integral interval, and \(C_{1}\) and \(C_{2}\) are the scattered point identifications of tourists in the integral interval, \(y\) is the end of the error, \(n\) is the number of nodes, and \(\mu\) is the error representation of the number of visitors. In formula (2), \(\sigma\) is a negative error coefficient, and \(x\) and \(y\) are space point elements, respectively, and \(l\) is the degree of spatial relationship. This paper mainly uses the theoretical perspective of the ecosystem to carry out research and applies it at the macro and micro levels. At the macrolevel, we use the
natural ecosystem theory in the field of ecology for reference to build a tourism data security model. The following equations calculate the core index \( \psi \) used to reflect the spatial concentration of cloud computing guiding the tourism market:

\[
\psi_k = \frac{2k}{k + 1} + \left[ \frac{1}{2} + \frac{1}{2k} \right] \frac{(c_2 - c_1)^2}{3} + \frac{2(c_2 - c_1)}{3}, \tag{3}
\]

\[
D_{jk} = \int_0^\infty dF_j(y) \left( y - x \right) dF_k(x), \tag{4}
\]

\[
G_t = \sum_{k=2}^{j-1} \sum_{h=1}^{k-1} G_{jk} \left( p_j \delta_h + p_h \delta_j \right) D_{jk} (1 - D_{jk}), \tag{5}
\]

where \( G \) is the number of tourists from the \( k \) country of origin, the meaning of \( C \) in the formula is the same as formula (2), \( t \) is the total number of inbound tourists from China in that year, and \( N \) is the number of countries of origin. \( F() \) is the tourist error function, and \( d \) is the representation of the integral, where it represents the integral of \( F() \). The above formula (5) expresses the relationship between \( G \) and the integration result “\( D_{jk} \)” of formula (4), \( j, x, \) and \( y \) are the identifiers of the elements. The meaning of \( G \) here is the same as formula (5). The greater the \( G \) value, the more concentrated the spatial distribution of tourists, and the greater China's dependence on the market. It can be used to analyze the competition level and development potential of the major source countries in the cloud computing-guided tourism market. We further make the following definitions:

\[
f(x) = \frac{1}{Nh} \sum_{i=1}^{N} k \left( \frac{X_i - x}{h} \right), \tag{6}
\]

\[
k(x) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2\pi}} \exp \left( -\frac{x^2}{2} \right), \tag{6}
\]

where \( f(x) \) and \( Nh \) represent the occupancy rate and the growth rate, \( X_i - x \) is the first time that year \( h \) number of tourists from each country of origin, \( X_i \) is the number of tourists in the source country last year, and \( N \) is the total number of Chinese Inbound Tourists in that year. The average values of \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) in the period are calculated as \( k(x) \), and the two-dimensional coordinates are divided to obtain the competitive state of each customer market in the country.

In this work, we utilize a specific time series model, a method to predict the future by using past observations, which can effectively predict the development trend of national cloud computing to guide the tourism market. The general form is as follows:

\[
\ln \left( \frac{x}{x-1} \right) = \beta \ln x - 1, \tag{7}
\]

\[
\psi = \frac{\theta}{\sum_{x=1}^{\theta} \left( \frac{W_x}{\sum_{i=1}^{\theta} W_i} \right)}, \tag{8}
\]

In formula (7), \( x \) is the integral function and \( \beta \) is the time coefficient. In formula (8), the meaning of \( x \) is the same as formula (7), \( W \) is the difficulty coefficient of conventional guidance, and \( \theta \) is the service area of the tour guide. Grey correlation analysis is a method to evaluate the degree of correlation between various indicators, which can be used to analyze the impact of various factors on the national tourists’ cloud computing guidance tourism demand. The steps are as follows: first, determine the reference sequence \( h_i \), and comparison sequence \( w_i x_i \). The relationship between them is as follows:

\[
h_i = \tan \left( w_i x_i + u_i (r_i \Theta h_{i-1} + b_i) \right), \tag{9}
\]

\[
h_i = z_i \Theta h_{i-1} + (1 - z_i) \Theta h_i, \tag{10}
\]

In formula (10), \( z \) is the coefficient of determination, corresponding to \( h \), \( t \) is the increment of time, and \( \Theta \) is the direction conversion of the vector to maintain the validity of the result \( h_i \).

Second, the data are dimensionless, in formula (11), \( L \) represents the complex coefficient of curve processing, and \( p \) and \( q \), respectively, represent the value of the trigonometric function mapping relationship in the prediction.

\[
\theta(p, q) = \arctan \left( \frac{L(p, q + 1) - L(p, q - 1)}{L(p + 1, q) - L(p - 1, q)} \right). \tag{11}
\]

Finally, the correlation coefficient and correlation degree are calculated in the following:

\[
\ln \left( \frac{F_{i+1} - 1}{F_i - 1} \right) = \alpha + \beta \ln F_i - 1, \tag{12}
\]

\[
k_{ij} = \sum_j \cos \left( w^i_j, w^j \right).
\]

Among them, \( \alpha \) is the coefficient of rural tourism in the previous year, \( \beta \) is the coefficient predicted this year, and \( i \) and \( j \) indicate the difficulty coefficient of unlimited tempering. The degree of grey correlation \( F_l \) represents the influence of cloud computing guided tour demand, which has a positive correlation.

4. Numerical Results and Analysis

4.1. Tourism Data Analysis with Mobile Cloud IoT Computing

Using the formula of entropy method to calculate the rural tourism development potential and its subsystem index of county unit in the region, the calculation results are shown in Table 1.

The measurement results are shown in Figure 2. The regional rural tourism development potential index is the highest (0.572), which is about 5 times of the lowest. Further statistics show that the overall development potential of rural tourism in the region is relatively low and the difference is obvious, among which 59.09% of the counties and districts have lower development potential than the average. Comparing the distribution of the development index of the
five subsystems, we can see that the conditional coefficient of variation of rural tourism elements is the largest, followed by the economic support of rural tourism and the tourism industry foundation of rural tourism region, while the endogenous development level of rural tourism is relatively small, and the variation coefficient of rural tourism environment background and rural tourism development potential is relatively close.

As shown in Figure 3, about 5.6% of the high-level rural tourism development potential areas are in the district and county units. Most of these areas are located in cities and autonomous prefectures divided into districts, which have a good tourist market environment and regional economic development foundation. The development potential index of rural tourism is more than 0.5. It is found that the high development potential of rural tourism is mainly due to the outstanding performance of A-level scenic spots, the number of traditional villages, and the number of star-rated farmhouse and star-rated rural tourism inns. The improvement of rural tourism reception capacity and supporting service facilities in this grade area provides a good foundation for the development of rural tourism.

As shown in Figure 4, the industrial base of rural tourism, the number of regional tourists and tourism economic income, high star hotels, and other indicators also show obvious advantages, providing strong competitiveness for the development of rural tourism. Further exploring the elements of each subsystem, it is found that the background index of rural tourism environment in high-level development potential areas is generally low, which also restricts the further improvement of rural tourism development potential in this area to a certain extent.

The security of tourism data in e-government cloud environment is a complex system engineering, involving many subjects and elements. However, most of the existing literature tends to put forward suggestions and requirements for tourism data institutions and cloud service providers, respectively, ignoring the relevance. Therefore, based on the theoretical framework of the natural ecosystem and the results of cloud computing coding, this paper constructs a macrolevel ecological model of tourism data cloud security. The model focuses on the interaction between the subject and the environment and the interaction between the subjects. The security environment includes a management system, legal system, standards, project pilot, market guidance, and other specific environments. The security subject refers to the organization that undertakes the responsibility of tourism data security and can understand the tourism data
cloud security visually by producers, consumers, and decomposers. It also distinguishes the two kinds of tourism data in the cloud data Table 2.

As shown in Figure 5, the seasonal difference of regional passenger flow is obvious, and the regional passenger flow is mainly concentrated in summer and autumn. Generally speaking, the regional passenger flow presents the seasonal variation law. To explore the different characteristics, this study introduces the seasonal index and climate comprehensive comfort (CCI). The results show that the seasonality index of regional tourist flow tends to be 11.218 in recent years, and the seasonality index is too large and shows a stable trend in three years, which indicates that the seasonality difference of regional tourist flow presents a continuous solidification trend.

As shown in Figure 6, since the formal signing of the National Free Trade Zone framework, the number of national cloud computing guided tourism has been growing, reaching new heights. In terms of quantity, the total number of national tourists, inbound overnight tourists, and inbound foreign tourists in China is on the increase; in terms of proportion, the proportion of national tourists in the total number of
inbound overnight tourists and inbound foreign tourists is on a steady growth trend.

The geographical concentration index and share of the national cloud computing guided tourism market draw an interannual change chart, as shown in Figure 7. The geographical concentration index $G$ of the main tourist source markets in China shows a continuous increasing trend, indicating that China’s foreign tourist source countries are more and more concentrated in geographical distribution. The value of $G$ is between 0.9 and 2.33, and the degree of dependence on the national tourist market is relatively small. After 2019, the $G$ value will rise to 9.60 in 2021, and China’s dependence on the national tourist market will also increase significantly. It can be seen that the status of the whole country in China’s rural leisure tourism market is increasingly important.

As shown in Figure 8, it is predicted that the cloud computing guided tourism demand of both the whole country and the major source countries will basically maintain a sustained and stable growth trend, and the market development prospect is broad. In general, China is expected to receive 25.5799 million tourists from all over the country in 2026, far more than the total number of Asian inbound tourists (19.1207 million) in 2020, and it will remain at more than 25 million every year since then; among the seven major source countries, each source country has maintained a steady growth year by year. Therefore, with the increasingly close ties between China and the whole country, it can be predicted that the potential of the national tourist market is huge. In the future, it will not only continue to consolidate its market position as a major tourist source in Asia but also become a key area for the development of the rural leisure tourism market in China.

As shown in Figure 9, after ranking the correlation degree values, it is found that the influence degree of each factor on the national cloud computing guided tourism is

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Inbound overnight</th>
<th>Geography</th>
<th>Concentration index</th>
<th>Standard specification</th>
<th>Project pilot</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NSSP</td>
<td>1.54</td>
<td>1.33</td>
<td>1.55</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>1.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strategy</td>
<td>2.22</td>
<td>3.22</td>
<td>2.04</td>
<td>2.84</td>
<td>2.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government</td>
<td>4.23</td>
<td>2.66</td>
<td>5.13</td>
<td>4.52</td>
<td>3.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management system</td>
<td>2.54</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>5.29</td>
<td>4.66</td>
<td>1.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal system</td>
<td>2.25</td>
<td>2.01</td>
<td>2.89</td>
<td>1.31</td>
<td>4.64</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Two scenarios of travel data to the cloud.

![Figure 5: The seasonal difference of regional passenger flow is obvious.](image)

Table 3: Regional rural tourism development potential.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Management</th>
<th>Standard</th>
<th>Specification</th>
<th>Legal system</th>
<th>Market guidance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Center</td>
<td>1.44</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peripheral</td>
<td>1.37</td>
<td>2.91</td>
<td>1.93</td>
<td>1.67</td>
<td>2.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSSP</td>
<td>3.87</td>
<td>2.78</td>
<td>2.61</td>
<td>4.55</td>
<td>3.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strategy</td>
<td>3.94</td>
<td>1.69</td>
<td>3.34</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>2.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government</td>
<td>2.15</td>
<td>4.87</td>
<td>4.68</td>
<td>3.93</td>
<td>4.76</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 6: Cloud computing guides travel needs.

Figure 7: Cloud computing guides the number of people traveling.

Figure 8: Cloud computing guides travel needs.
as follows: international route transportation mileage (0.832), bilateral trade volume (0.812), China’s per capita GDP (0.805), tourism reception facilities (0.778), and the number of world heritage sites (0.765). Among them, the international route transportation mileage ($\times 4$) has the largest correlation, which indicates that for the national tourists, the tourism transportation convenience, especially the shipping conditions, has the most profound impact on their enthusiasm and demand in China. The correlation degree of bilateral trade volume ($\times 5$) takes the second place, which shows that under the background of globalization, the driving role of international trade in tourism cannot be underestimated. The higher the level of economic exchanges in China, the more effective it is to drive the demand of tourists to China.

4.2. Findings and Discussions. The statistical method of cloud computing is used to investigate the characteristics, development trend, and influencing variables of the national cloud computing tour guide industry. In terms of market development, the national cloud tour guide market exhibits an overall stable, continuous, and positive growth trend. The overall number of Chinese tourists is increasing, and rural leisure tourism in China has shifted to the national region. Rural leisure tourism is a significant component of the tourism industry. It has a general homogeneity and individual concentration in its temporal distribution, and the regional distribution of the interyear concentration index shows an increasing concentration trend. From 2019, the geographic concentration index begins to rise linearly, peaking at 9.60 in 2020.

At the same time, despite changes in country share rankings, market concentration is still high and dependence on a few major source countries is too strong. We should take advantage of the “One Belt, One Road” initiative and China-FTA platform to strengthen mutual trust, cultural exchanges, and economic cooperation, accelerate the implementation of mutual visa-free tourism policy, promote tourism exchanges and cooperation, and improve the level of Mandarin reception to attract more tourists from all over the country. On the other hand, differentiated development should be carried out for various types of visitor source markets. The correlation between China’s GDP per capita and resident rural leisure tourism is in the middle of the range, with no significant difference from the first two indicators, indicating that national economic development is closely related to resident rural leisure tourism, and national travelers are more willing to go to countries with better economic development. Domestic travelers are concerned about China’s tourism resource endowment and tourism reception capacity, as the correlation between the number of tourism reception facilities and the number of world cultural heritage sites is also greater than 0.75.

5. Conclusions

The growth potential of rural tourism has shown apparent geographical autocorrelation and spatial agglomeration in the mobile cloud IoT computing environment. The counties with the most potential for rural tourist growth, as well as those with the least, exhibit geographical clustering patterns. The province’s high-level rural tourist development potential is concentrated in the center, whereas the province’s low-level rural tourism development potential is dispersed across the province, city, and district. The radiation impact of high-level regions on nearby low-level growth potential

![Figure 9: National cloud computing guide tourism market.](image-url)
areas, on the other hand, is minimal, and overall regional linkage development and regional collaboration must be increased. The growth potential of rural tourism in the mobile cloud IoT computing environment is unequal, and the difference is mostly due to the abundance of rural tourism resources and the degree of economic development.
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